
New Young Adult eBooks

FFakake it till ye it till you brou break iteak it
by Jenn P. Nguyen
Constantly pushed together by their
matchmaking moms, teens Mia and
Jake start a fake relationship to prove
how wrong they are for each other
and orchestrate a spectacular
breakup before realizing that they do
not hate each other as much as they
thought.

PPaper buttaper butterflieserflies
by Lisa Heathfield
June is abused by her stepmother,
and the only person June feels safe
telling is her friend Blister, who helps
her believe she can escape her
nightmare situation. When a
shocking tragedy occurs June finds
herself trapped, potentially forever.

PPaper girls. 2aper girls. 2
by Brian K Vaughan
The Eisner Award-winning series
continues with a bold new direction, as
intrepid young newspaper deliverers
Erin, Mac and Tiffany find themselves
launched from 1988 to a distant and
terrifying future ... the year 2016.

The CrThe Craftaft-a-day Book : 30-a-day Book : 30
PrProjects tojects to Mo Makake Withe With
RRecyecycled Mcled Mataterialserials
by Kari Cornell
You can put the three Rs - reduce,
reuse, recycle - to work with these
thirty awesome crafts! Using recycled
and reusable materials you'll find
directions for making colorful lanterns

from paper and jars, ruffle skirts from t-shirts, scarves and
mitts from your favorite old sweaters and socks, and more.

The demon in the wThe demon in the wood : aood : a
darkling prdarkling prequel stequel storyory
by Leigh Bardugo
A prequel to the "Grisha Trilogy"
takes the reader into Ravka's
mysterious past, when Grisha lived
as fugitives and the Darkling took his
first steps on the path to power.

The DoThe Dozier School fzier School foror
BoBoys : Fys : Fororensicensics,s,
SurvivSurvivors, and a Pors, and a Painainfulful
PPastast
by Elizabeth A. Murray
Opened in 1900, the school closed
in 2011 after a Department of
Justice investigation
substantiated allegations of
routine beatings and killings made
by about 100 survivors. A forensic
anthropology team from the

University of South Florida has uncovered fifty-five sets of
human remains. This is the true story of institutional abuse,
the survivors who spoke their truth, and the scientists and
others who brought it to light.

Exposing HExposing Hatate : Pre : Prejudice,ejudice,
HHatratred, and Violence ined, and Violence in
AActionction
by Michael Miller
Experts have documented an
explosive rise in the number of
hate groups since the turn of the
century. What is a hate group and
how does it operate? How do we
legally define hate speech and
hate crimes? What is the history
of organizing around hate and

how do we recognize and confront it? These are the salient
issues readers will investigate in this overview.
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